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2 Bedroom Cannes rental apartment in the Miramar
Martinez neighbourhood
Reference number: CANA023531
Features
Bedrooms

2

Single beds

0

Bathrooms

1

Double beds

2

Toilets

1

Sofa beds

0

Surface

59 m2

Rating

★★★★

Amenities
✓ Elevator

✓ Terrace

✓ Shower

✓ Internet

✓ Television

Description
This 2-bedroom Cannes apartment is situated on the 3rd ﬂoor of a building with an elevator and is
located on the famous shopping street Rue d'Antibes. You can step outside your door and have
access to some of the greatest stores in Cannes and fresh pastries to start your day oﬀ right! It's
also in a good location if you are in Cannes for a conference as it's a 14-minute walk to the Palais
des Festivals. Need some downtime by the waves? Take a walk on the boardwalk and you will
reach the beach in a short 5-minutes. The living room of this apartment includes white walls and
has an overall beige tone, which contrasts well with the colourful throw pillows and carpet. There
is an enormous antique mirror that greatly ampliﬁes the space, and it ﬁts well with the vintagestyle light purple armchair. The living room is very luminous with large glass windows that oﬀer
access to a terrace. When you walk out onto the terrace you can sit on the patio furniture and
enjoy a morning cup of coﬀee and watch the hustle and bustle of the street below. Attached to the
living room, there is an open-plan kitchen that is completely equipped and modern. There is a
single basin sink, an electric stove, microwave, toaster, and coﬀee machine. The master bedroom
oﬀers 2 single beds that can be separated or kept as a double bed. There are also 2 night stands
with lamps and a ﬂat-screen TV on the wall for your viewing pleasure. The highlight of this
bedroom is that it has access to the terrace and there is another patio set right outside the door.
The other bedroom comes with a double bed, a large window that lets in lots of light and has a TV
as well. The bathroom has a double sink, an Italian shower, and a toilet. This apartment also
comes with WiFI, so if you are here for a conference and need to send some late night or early
morning emails, this is the place for you.
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